1. Introduction numerous problems of discrete mathematics can be described by the recurrence relation xk+i = f ( x i* • * x i+k-i ^» wilera f: {o,1 --{t),l}. One of them is the acting of the automaton called shift register, composed of the memory cells »Xg,...,*^ that contain elements of the set {o,l}, and of the k arguments function f (feedback function) defined on the set {o,l} k . The automaton operates at discrete times, its state at the time t is defined by the contents of the memory. At the time t+1 the contents of each of the cells X2,...»Xj£ is shifted into the preceding cell, while the value f(x1...xlc), taken at the time t, is put into the cell xk. Fig.1 shows the general form of a shift register. *1 -p x2 -, r x k » ft*,. . -xk)
Fig.1. General form of a k-register
Since the number of states of shift register, composed of v k cells, is finite (2 ) and the transition from one state to another has a functional character, the acting of the register is pseudoperiodic. In special case, if for eaoh state x1...xk -469 -e {0,1} k the k-register reaches it after any moments, this one will be called periodic. Only such shift registers will be considered here.
The principal problem of this paper is the similitude of shift registers having the same number of cells. We shall consider as similar the registers which, beginning to act in the same state, reach it once more after the same number of steps, while the intermediate states are identical, although they may be reached in a different order.
The similitude of shift registers is clearly an equivalence relation, known are examples of non-trivial classes of such shift registers. One of theca is the class of so called maximal shift registers, that is registers such that, beginning to act in any state, reach subsequently all possible states. It is 2 k_1 -k r n known that for any k their number is 2 |_1_|.
Introductory notions
Let B = {0,1} and let © denotes the addition modulo 2 in the set B. We call k-shift register (for short: k-register or register) each pair R. = (B,f), where f is an arbitrary k total function from B into B, called the feedback function.
The feedback function f of ri,, induces a mapping k k F:B --B , called the transition function of ii^, which is defined by the equality
For each ne{o,1,...] the n-th power of F is defined inductively as follows
F n (x) = F(F n " 1 (xJ), for any ne{l,2,...}.
Let us note (see Golomb [6] ) that R^ is periodic iff its transition function is a one-to-one mapping. Hence, it follows that for each ueB^ there exists a number p e {1,... ,2 k | such that F p (u) = u; the least of numbers having this property is said to be period of the element u. We now introduce the notion of segment of a register, that is, an arbitrary finite and non-empty sequence of elejr ments of B , having the form
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whose length does not exceed the period of the element F 1 (x).
In particular, the symbol (u,v>j; denotes the segment
where F n (u) = v, or is undefined if (u,v)£F. In the sequel this symbol will be used only when it will be known that Hence, if R k is an arbitrary register then for Gcjxe B k :x.j=o} c c we shall denote by R k the register such that Dif(R k ,R k ) = G. n For the register R^ its transition function will be denote r by F and its s!;ift-relation will be denote by F . • .x,J e B k we define x, the conjugate of x, by i = (x 1 x 2 ...x k ), where x 1 = x 1 © 1.
With those notations we may state the iollowing theorem due to Yoeli [l l] . iheorem 2.1. For any k-register K. = (B,f) and k for any xtB the following conditions ara equivalent:
and each of the following equalities is satisfied [7] . The existence of non-maximal registers having the property in question is less obvious.
We set following definition. Definition 3.1. The k-registers R k = (B,f) and = (3,f') are said to be similar iff
It is clear that the similitude relation of registers, denoted by » , is an equivalence relation. The problem we want to solve is to establish a connection between the elements of the same equivalence classes of this relation. The character of this connection will be examined in the following example. where the following equalities hold:
(y»x>p' = (y.x>p. Thus both segments consist of identical segments of one of the registers, but they are composed in another order. Let us here observe that x,x, y and y are arguments for which the functions f and f take on opposite values and that those arguments are unique.
The properties of the similar registers given in example 3*1, although they do not exhaust all possible cases, yield a full characterization of the fundamental mechanisms Two elements u and v satisfying the relation Ij are said to be a pair of interlaced cross-joins of the register R^ [4] . Prom (3.1) it follows that if (u,v) is a pair of interlaced cross-joins, then so is each of the pairs (u,v), (u,v), (u,v), (v,u), (v,u), (v,u) and (v,u). Since R k is periodic, we shall restrict ourselves, in determining the set Ig, to its subset which contains only pairs of the form (OUg.oU^* 0v 2 ...v k ).
Let now (u,v) be any pair of interlaced cross-joins of R^ such that The preceding lemma will be used to prove that following theorem. where Dif(R^u' v^ ,Rk) contains 2p elements, whence it follows that the required sequence exists. The sufficiency of the condition follows immediately from the transitivity of the similitude relation and from Corollary 3.1.a A direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 is the following corollary.
-478 - Those registers, called irreducible registers, were examined in papers [9] , [12] . An irreducible register is, i.g., the register whose feedback function is given by the formula f(x1...xk) = x^.
However, let us observe that the irreducible registers do not exhaust the set of registers with an empty interlacing relation. In fact, there may exist registers such that the condition (4.1) is not satisfied, but yet the interlacing reIstion is an empty set. (0010,0100>|i(1l00,1001>j(0001,1110>g(0110,1l00>|;(0100,0000>|i.
Let us note, moreover, that (0100,0110), being a pair of interlaced cross-joins of r|, is not a pair of interlaced cross-joins of R° = rf^. i'he partition of the set Dift-^.R^) is not uniquely determined. In our case it can be performed in 4 ways: {(0001,0010),(0100,0110)}, {(0001,0100),(0010,0110)}, {(0010,0100) ,(0001,0110)} , {(0010,0110).,(0001,0100)} , where each of them satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
Construction of a class of similar registers
In order to construct, on the base of Theorem 4.1, a class of similar registers, we have in general to find, at any step, the pair of interlaced cross-joins of the considered register. The best way would be to known a criterion which would allow us to find, directly for a given register, all possible subif sets of B that determine similar registers. Such a criterion will be given in this paragraph.
Consider an arbitrary register ri^. Vi /e may assume that the relation is non-empty, since otherwise the class of regis-P ters similar to ri. contains one element. Let denote the K jji characteristic function of the relation that is, the funck k has proved that in the set £ /F the elements of the set a* G i form »(M", ) + 1 disjoint classes. It is clear that such a de-F composition of a single class does not affect the remaining classes, hence this property can be generalized for any subset G of D~. For this purpose we perform a simultaneous permutation of the columns and rows of so that it will tak& the form 
The condition is necessary. Let R^R^ and G = DiffRj^R^). From paragraph 4 we know that G must be a subset of D~. More- The register R^ considered in the above example is a maximal register, hence the class of similitude relation determined by it will contain all the maximal 4-registers. The theorem 5.1 may therefore be taken as a starting-point for the elaboration of an effective method of generating all maximal k-registers. Since it is necessary, to this aim, to know only one maximal k-register, the maximal k-register as defined by Fredricksen [2"], [3] can taken as starting-point of such an algorithm. k " 6. Determination of the cardinality of the set B /F One of the problems concerning k-registers is that of determining the cardinality of the set 3 k /F. In papers [9, 10] the problem of extremal values of the number card(B^/F) has been examined. So far as we know, for any k-register R^ there -433 -i<l. Latko k ~ is no method for the determination of the number card(B /F) without knowing its elements. It turns out that the relation (5.4) gives a simply way to such a method. Let R^ be a fixed register such that the set Dj-contains 1 elements. We form the family © containing all the subsets of D~. Prom the re-F suits of the preceding paragraph it follows that, for any k-register R^, if only G =DiffR^.R^) is an element of C, card(B k /F') = card(B k /F) + Since the number of all ok-1 k-registers is exactly 2 the most advantageous case would k-1 be if the set D~ contained 2 elements. In fact, suoh re-P gisters exist, any maximal k-register being one of them.
Hence, if we form the matrix M~ for the thus chosen k-regi- 
